
EES Online Database (QS Ancestry Basic) 

FULL FOOTNOTE: 

<[COMPILER], ><"[DATABASE]," >database, <[SECOND AUTHOR], 

><[ITAL:][WEBSITE TITLE][:ITAL] ><[ITAL:][REPOSITORY][:ITAL] 

>(<[URL]><[REPOSITORY ADDRESS]>< : accessed [CD3]>)<, [CD1]><; [CM]><; 

citing [COMMENTS]><; specifically citing [CD4]>. 

U.S. Social Security Administration, "Social Security Death Index (SSDI)," database, 

GenealogyBank.com (http://www.genealogybank.com/ : accessed 18 September 2011), 

entry for Hubert Baldwin, 1972, no. 227-07-1114. 

SHORT FOOTNOTE: 

<[COMPILER], ><"[DATABASE]," ><[ITAL:][REPOSITORY][:ITAL], ><[CD2]><; 

[CM]>. 

U.S. Social Security Administration, "Social Security Death Index (SSDI)," 

GenealogyBank.com, entry for Hubert Baldwin, no. 227-07-1114. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 

<[COMPILER]. ><"[DATABASE]." >Database.  <[SECOND AUTHOR]><. 

[ITAL:][WEBSITE TITLE][:ITAL]. ><[ITAL:][REPOSITORY][:ITAL] 

><[URL]><[REPOSITORY ADDRESS]>< : [YEAR POSTED].> 

U.S. Social Security Administration. "Social Security Death Index (SSDI)." Database.  

GenealogyBank.com http://www.genealogybank.com/ : 2011. 

REMINDER: 

This is a basic template for use in citing online databases.  For principles and examples, 

see the basic template example in "QuickSheet Citing Ancestry.com Databases & 

Images" and various examples in EE such as: 8.42, pp. 416-417; 10.33, p. 526; and 11.55, 

p. 626. 

 

- Compiler is the creator of the database, if not redundant.  This can be an agency as well 

as an individual or group; e.g. "United States Patent and Trademark Office". 

- Database is the name of the database; e.g. "Google Patents." Enter without quotation 

marks, as the template is formatted to include the quotes. 

- Record Type has been replaced by the word constant, "database," as this template is 

specific to that format. 

- Second Author is the creator of the hosting website.  This may be empty if the compiler 

is the same thing. 

- Website Title is the name of the hosting website; e.g. Google.  This will appear in 

italics. 

- Repository is used instead of Website Title when citing large websites with multiple 

databases, such as Ancestry. 

DO NOT USE Website Title and Repository at the same time. 

- URL is the host website's URL, not the URL of the record. 



- Repository Address is used instead of URL when citing large websites with multiple 

databases, such as Ancestry. 

DO NOT USE URL and Repository Address at the same time. 

NOTE that the website title for large subscription websites is repeated in the Short 

Footnote. 

- Year Posted is the most recent update listed on the website, or the copyright date on the 

website, or Mills says use the year accessed if no other date can be found.  This is 

problematic, because you will frequently revisit this site.  In the last case, insert a range 

of years, updating when you revisit the site; eg. 2004-2010. 

- Comments is used for the "source of the source," if that information is provided.  It 

refers to the source of the entire database.  In those databases that provide specific 

sources for each record, that information will be entered in the Citation Detail. 

 

- CD1 is the citation detail as you wish it to appear in the Full Footnote. 

- CD2 is the citation detail as you wish it to appear in the Short Footnote.  If the contents 

of both are identical, you will need to repeat CD1 in this area. 

- CD3 is the date of access. 

- CD4 is used if the database provides the "source of the source" for each individual 

record. 

NOTE: Every Master Source includes a "Reminder" area in the Supplemental Tab.  For 

every source using this template, define the contents of CD1 and CD2, provide examples 

for each, and enter that in the Master Source reminder area. 

 

CUSTOM SOURCE ELEMENTS 
Source Element Source Element Group 

Database Title 

Second Author Second Person 

Website Title Subtitle 

Year Posted Second Date 

 



EXAMPLE OF THE SOURCE DEFINITION SCREEN 
 

 

 


